
fig 1 pinnacles on the salt lake temple are among the symbols repre-
senting aspects of the priesthood sources disagree on the nature of the
ornament capping the pinnacles which may be a torch representing
the holy ghost or may be acanthus leaves similar to those found on
corinthian capitals



exterior symbolism of the salt lake
temple reflecting the faith that

called the place into being
exterior stonework on the great temple masterfully represents
the latter day saint understanding of the universe time the

priesthood anajesusandjesusanand djesusjesus christ and his gospel

richard G oman
with photographs by john P snyder

snortlyshortly after world war 11II a survivor of the nazi concentra-
tion camps wrote a book called mans search for meaning this
title captures one of humanityshumanitys deepest yearnings temples an-
swer some of the most important aspects of that search for latter
day saints many of those answers are expressed visually on the
exterior of the salt lake temple this paper represents my per-
sonal reflections on the visual symbolism of this temple as in-
formed by the scriptures the LDS historical record and statements
from general authorities 2

interpretative framework

because the temple is a place sacred to the latter day saints it
must be studied within the framework of the tradition of faith that
called that place into being when scholars see sacred places and tra-
ditions through the lens of modem secularism they usually deceive
themselves regarding those institutions examine the institutions of
the ancients without thinking of their religious notions and you find
them obscure whimsical and inexplicable 1151131533 such scholars miss the
spirit that drives and animates their work would be like studying

joseph smith as simply a collection of chemical compounds inter-
esting chemistry perhaps but not a very useful way to study joseph
smiths contributions to religious thought and history
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therefore I1 have done my best to see the salt lake temple
with the eye of faith ether 1219 and to describe the mean-
ing of the temple exterior from within the latter day saint tra-
dition 4 nevertheless this exposition is in no way an official
statement of the church ofjesus christ of latter day saints 5 nor
am I1 claiming completeness 6

symbolism in relationships

attempting to analyze the exterior of the temple led me
through a series of challenges I1 first tried to create a simple equa-
tion list sunstonessunstones equal this starstonesstarstones equal that it was like read-
ing a dictionary instead of shakespeare I1 discovered that it was the
relationships between the symbols that contained much of the icono-
graphical meaning like most complex symbolic creations the temple
has multiple layers of meaning figs 1122 this layering and con-
nectedness of meanings forced me to broaden my interpretive
framework as I1 tried to make sense of the complexities of the sym-
bolic relationships the temple exterior must be taken as a series of
wholes for its iconographical messages to be understood 7

A symbol can function in one set of relationships and mean
one thing in another set of relationships it can have another
meaning for example the symbol of the moon which repeatedly
appears on the temple was usually associated during renaissance
and counterreformation catholicism with the virgin mary 8 for
much of the moslem world the moon symbolizes islam one of
the symbolic uses of the moon in LDS scriptures is to delineate a
degree of heavenly reward 1 cor 1541 dacd&c 7671 97 on the
temple the moon symbol has yet other multiple religious mean-
ings because it functions in different relationships of symbols 9

and because it and other temple exterior symbols derive meaning
from more than one group of relationships they must be discussed
in more than one context

ignoring relationships then would trivialize and sometimes
even eliminate rich spiritual meanings in fact the word symbol

comes from the greek noun symbolonymbolonsymymbolon derived from the verb sym
ballein which means to bring together to collect or compare visi-
ble forms are gathered collected and compared to demonstrate or
represent things not readily available to the senses symbols form



fig 2 the exterior symbolism of the temple has multiple levels of
meanings
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bridges between the material experiences of the senses and that
which lies or reaches beyond religious symbols express a divine
or heavenly reality through things taken from the created world
they possess a profound capacity to reveal the meaning of some-
thing that outstrips our capacity to frame neatly in words 10

symbolism of guardedness

some may see symbols with their veiled meanings as exclu-
sionarysionary and indeed some are the lord says for it is not meet
that the things which belong to the children of the kingdom
should be given to them that are not worthy dacd&c 416 see also
matt 76 3 ne 146 many symbols relating to the temple both
physical and functional communicate that the teachings and ritu-
als of the temple are guarded and exclusive the very architecture
and physical orientation of the temple express this aspect for exam-
ple narrow doorways and solid granite walls up to sixteen feet thick
crowned with battlements and crenellatedcrenellated towers fig 53 manifest
protectiveness toward the sacred functions that take place within
the building

the space of temple square is set off from the bustle of a
busy city by a high wall and iron gates fig 4 the temple itself
faces away from the main pedestrian traffic on temple square the
south side of the temple is set apart by thick plantings an iron
fence and a dry moat figs 53 7 other sides have high retaining
walls and iron fences access to the temple is through yet another
layer of physical and visual sentinels to enter the worshiper must
go through nonpublic spaces and past guards entry is permit-
ted upon presentation of a temple recommend 11 the temple is

the place in the kingdom most differentiated and excluded from a
secular society 12

symbolism representing the priesthood

in the early years of temple construction brigham told the
saints that this was to be a temple for the priesthood we have
often told you that we want to build a temple but not for convening
promiscuous congregations I1 inform you long before you see
the walls reared and the building completed that it will be for the
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fig 3 the thick walls battlements crenellatedcrenellated towers thick plantings
and iron fence manifest protectiveness toward the sacred functions of
the temple
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purposes of the priest-
hood and not for meet-
ings of the people we
shall not hold public
meetings in it 111313 un-
like the kirtland or
nauvoo temples which
regularly functioned as
large meeting halls for
the saints the salt
lake temple would be

I1U for the endowments
for the organization
and instruction of the
priesthood 14

U the big dipper
0 many elements on the

exterior of this temple
fig 4 the high wall protecting the temple reflect that priesthood
as seen in 1900 deirchdeirth photographic orientation on the face

of the west central
tower the ursa major the big dipper is depicted pointing upward
to the heavens and the north star truman 0 angell the temple
architect said that the big dipper was to remind the saints that the
lost may find their way by the aid of the priesthood fig 5 15

the towers the structure and organization of the various
priesthood quorums is also expressed by the exterior of the temple
william ward 16 an associate architect with truman angell re-
counts a visit from brigham young to the architects office at the
inception of the design phase of the temple while there brigham
young drew a sketch on a slate and described it as follows

there will be three towers on the east representing the president
and his two counselors also three siisirslisimilarnilar towers on the west repre-
senting the presiding bishop and his two counselors the towers on
the east the melchisedekmelchisedecMelchisedek priesthood those on the west the aaronic
preisthoodpreisthood sic the center towers will be higher than those on the
sides and the west towers a little lower than those on the east end 17

the drawing was basically a simple rectangle with three circles at
each end
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during general conference
on the day that the temple
cornerstone was laid brigham
young explained where he ob-
tained the basic idea of what
the temple should look like

five years ago last july I1

was here and saw in the
spirit the temple not
ten feet from where we
have laid the chief cor-
ner stone I1 have not in-
quired what kind of a
temple we should build
why because it was
represented before me
I1 have never looked upon
that ground but the vi-
sion ot it was there I11 see
it as plainly as if it was infig 5 truman 0 angellsangelsAngells plan for reality before me it

the big dipper stones 1884 will have six towers to
begin with instead of

one now do not any of you apostatize because it will have six tow-
ers and joseph only built one it is easier for us to build sixteen than
it was for him to build one 18

brigham young knew that the salt lake temple would be a
visual departure from the single towered kirtland and nauvoo
temples however the use of multiple towers at opposite ends of
the temple representing the melchizedek and aaronic priesthoodsPriesthoods
and their presiding officers fig 6 had an interior architectural
precedent in the kirtland temple in this temple the main meet-
ing rooms had three tiers of three pulpits at each end the fourth
and lowest level was designed with a drop leaf sacrament table
rather than a breastwork of pulpits one set of pulpits was for the
presiding officers of the aaronic priesthood and the other for
those of the melchizedek priesthood 19 part of brigham youngs
inspired architectural genius was to make the symbolism of tiered
pulpits externally visible in the form of the three multilevel towers
at each end of the salt lake temple 20 this design reinforced presi-
dent youngs statement about the salt lake temple being for
priesthood purposes rather than for public meetings
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this priesthood tower symbolism has continued beyond the
salt lake temple A highly simplified form of contrasting priest-
hood towers is expressed on the manti and logan temples more
recently the priesthood iconography of six towers has been uti-
lized in the design of such temples as those in boise frankfort
johannesburg lima portland san diego santiago stockholm
taipei and washington DC

the cornerstones the temple symbolically communicates
the order of organization and priesthood authority as evidenced
in the april 6 1853 ceremony of the laying of the temple corner-
stones the southeast cornerstone was the first one placed and
thus became the chief cornerstone another name for christ thus
christ and his plan of salvation become the symbolic foundation
of the temple the metaphor of the construction of the temple as
an expression of the organization of the church goes back to the
new testament

now therefore ye are no more strangers and foreigners but fel
lowcitizenslowcitizens with the saints and of the household of god and are built
upon the foundation of the apostles and prophets jesus christ himself
being the chief comer stone in whom all the building fitly framed
together growethgroseth unto an holy temple in the lord eph 219212192219 2211

aware that starting from the southeast corner was a depar-
ture from the worlds norm of starting at the northeast corner
brigham explained that we commence by laying the stone on
the southeastsouth east corner because there is the most light 112121 light
may be another reference to jesus christ who declared 1 I am
the light of the world he that followeth me shall not walk in
darkness but shall have the light of life john 812 further-
more the glory of god is intelligence or in other words light
and truth dacd&c 9336935693369536 since much of the teaching in the
temple is about god and his plan for us associating light with
truth and intelligence works well with temple symbolism

brigham used the cornerstone laying ceremony to teach the
assembled saints about the order of the priesthood the laying of
the four cornerstones in the foundation was done in a clockwise
direction the first cornerstone was laid by the first presidency
and three members of the quorum of the twelve apostles because
apostles hold the keys of the priesthood now recollect that the
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fig 6 the six towers the higher ones on the east representing the
melchizedek priesthood and the lower ones on the west the aaronic
priesthood were a departure from the single towered kirtland and nau-
voo temples

high priesthood and the lesser priesthood and all the priesthood
there is are combined centered in composed of and circum-
scribed by the apostleship 13221122232222 the authority of an apostle was the
foundation of the governing authority

I1 speak thus to show you the order of the priesthood we will
now commence with the apostleship where joseph commenced
joseph was ordained an apostle after he was ordained to this
office then he had the right to organize and build up the kingdom of
god for he had committed unto him the keys of the priesthood
which is after the order of melchisedec the high priesthood which
is after the order of the son of godgod2313

the previous nine years had seen some confusion among the
saints concerning the succession of church leadership the cor
nerstone4ayingnerstone laying ceremony and the strong priesthood symbolism
of the exterior of the temple provided a spiritual and intellectual
articulation of the legitimacy of the governing foundation of the
church and of the succession of church leadership through brigham
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young and the quorum of the twelve apostles men such as james
strang william smith sidney rigdon david whitmer and lyman
wight none of whom had the support of the quorum of the
twelve apostles had unsuccessfully made their claim to lead
the church the salt lake temple with its foundation symbolically
resting on the apostles and prophets helped to solidify the church
pattern that on the death of the president of the church the first
presidency is dissolved and leadership of the church reverts to the
quorum of the twelve apostles this relationship between church
governance the twelve apostles and the first presidency is sym-
bolized on the exterior of the salt lake temple

the melchizedek priesthood is symbolized by the east end of
the temple but brigham young declared the aaronic priesthood
belongs in the west consequently the presiding bishop laid the
second stone the third or northwest cornerstone was laid by
the high priests and elders with the twelve laying the fourth or
northeast cornerstone the priesthood leadership again returned
to the apostleship which circumscribes every other priesthood
for it is the priesthood of melchisedec which is after the order of
the son of god the lesser priesthood then you perceive
comes within the purview of the apostleship the beginning and
the end the height depth length and breadth of all that is that
was and ever can be to all eternity brigham also informed the
saints in the conference this is the order of the priesthood
brethren I1 have endeavored to carry it out before you that you
all might know hereafter what is the true order as far as it can be
exhibited in the laying of corner stones 24

governing councils of the church are expressed in the de-
sign of the towers the spires of the towers represent the govern-
ing councils such as the first presidency and the presiding
bishopric the twelve pinnacles on each tower represent other
councils such as the twelve apostles and the twelve members of
stake high councils 2515

the east and west sides the use of cornerstone location
to symbolize priesthood order communicated two messages the
special witnesses of jesus christ and the two leading governing
councils of the church were associated with the east face of the
temple thereby reinforcing the primacy of the east the west end
is associated with the aaronic or lesser priesthood As we look at
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the completed eastern and western towers today subtle differences
reinforce this priesthood symbolism the east towers are six feet
taller than the corresponding west towers this difference in
height is more than a statement of organizational hierarchy it also
relates to the increased knowledge and responsibilities associated
with the melchizedek priesthood

in addition there are five windows on the external walls of the
east towers but only four windows on those same walls of the west
towers fig 7 originally the same number of windows was planned
for each cornercomer tower with the west towers having an oval window
in the top story to compensate for that storyssporys lower height when
the walls reached the level to put in the top windows truman angell
decided to eliminate the top window in the western towers he
explained to president john taylor the reasons for this change

the original design was to represent the greater priesthood
with the east end and the lesser with the wet enaenddna ohpthpthagtlirrtltrparhirrf tat1t AF

ference in height with more mature reflection it was observed that
the lesser priesthood depended entirely upon the greater and it
would be more strikingly typical with the windows left out espe-
cially as their onionlyy object was for exterior appearance 26

0

fig 7 the tower on the east right has five windows the tower on the
west has only four
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several other elements dis-
tinguish the east and west towers
from each other the west towers do
not have a dedicatory plaque this
plaque identifies the building 0 11

3

briefly sketches out its history and rc
V

maker and lists the owner it also
clearly indicates that the almost
symmetrical temple faces east

the original design called for ilk

each center tower to have an
angel weathervaneweathervane similar to one
that had been on the nauvoo
temple fig 8 by the time the
salt lake temple neared comple-
tion however weathervanesweathervanes had kaiellaai

gone out of style and monumen-
tal figurative sculpture had taken

fig 8 originally the plan for theits place on major public build-
ings salt lake temple called for an27 when the temple was

angel weathervaneweathervane similar to the
finally complete a large sculpture one on the nauvoo temple to
of an angel was placed only on top each central spire 1887
the tower at the east end

another element demarcating the difference between the
east and west towers is the use of starstonesstarstones the starstonesstarstones are
placed in a row just under the first level of the battlements on the
east towers the center east tower has four stars on each side fig 9
while the two other east towers have three stars per side for a total
of forty stars a scripturally propitious number 2821 the west towers
have no row of stars under their battlements

the stars make a fine allusion to the higher spiritual ordi-
nances revelatory responsibilities and presiding position of the
melchizedek priesthood in the pearl of great price the lord draws
a parallel between priesthood governance and the governance of
heavenly bodies the prophet abraham said and I1 saw the stars
that they were very great and that one of them was nearest unto
the throne of god and there were many great ones which were
near unto it and the lord said unto me these are the governing
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fig 9 starstonesStarstones under the first level of battlements on the east central
tower

ones abr 32 3 the absence of stars on the west towers rein-
forces the fact that the aaronic priesthood is not a governing priest-
hood and cannot administer most of the ordinances of exaltation

stars are also symbolic of gods children in the heavens job 387
isa 1412 14 rev 124 dacd&c 2936 abr 322 24 the preeminent
spirits in the premortal existence are referred to as morning stars
these were the noble and great ones those who served valiantly
and who were chosen before they were born to perform mighty
works here in mortality 2919 wilford woodruff made this comment
about preearthlypreearthly callings for spiritual leadership on the earth

in every dispensation the lord has had those who were fore ordained
to do a certain work we all dwelt in the presence of god before we
came here and such men as abraham isaac jacob the ancient
prophets jesus and the apostles received their appointments before
the world was made they were ordained before the foundation
of the world to come and tabernacle here in the flesh and to work for
the cause of god and this because of their faith and faithfulness 3031
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the prophet daniel refers to the valiant spiritual leaders as
stars and they that be wise shall shine as the brightness of the fir-
mament and they that turn many to righteousness as the stars for
ever and ever dan 123 lehi received a vision of the future in
which he saw the coming of christ and the twelve he compares
the brightness of the one to the sun and the other twelve to the
stars 1 ne 19 10 the depiction of stars below the battlements
of the melchizedek priesthood towers would seem to reinforce the
connection between leaders of the church and divine callings

the complete name of the melchizedek priesthood is the
holy priesthood after the order of the son of god dacd&c 1073
what better technique to emphasize this priesthood than to focus
on the birthday of the one after whom the priesthood is named
because LDS scripture suggests that christ may have been born on
april 6 31 two moonstonesmoonstones depicting the moons phases in early april
appear on the east central tower fig 10

at the opposite end of the temple the moon phase of early
october is found on the buttresses of the west center tower 32 we
know from the new testament that john the baptist was born six
months before jesus luke 1361 36 john the baptist holds the keys of
the aaronic priesthood and returned to the earth as a resurrected
being to confer this priesthood on the head of joseph smith on
may 15 1829 dacd&c 277 8 131 what better personage to repre-
sent the aaronic priesthood than john the baptist who brought it
back to the earth how better to integrate him into the exterior sym-
bolism of the temple than to commemorate his birthday

in summary priesthood order appears to be expressed on the
temple in the following ways the towers represent the mel-
chizedekchizedek priesthood on the east and the aaronic priesthood on the
west the position of the towers and their heights reinforce this dis-

tinction in the laying of the cornerstones brigham young spells out
the order of the priesthood the spires represent the governing
councils of the church with the first presidency on the east and the
presiding bishopric on the west the pinnacles on the cornerscomers on
the east towers represent the apostles the stars emphasize the
leadership and the ordinances that come through the melchizedek
priesthood and the guidance of the presiding officers of the church
the sequence of the moonstonesmoonstones reinforce the melchizedek priest-
hood on the east and the aaronic priesthood on the west
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fig 10 buttress blocks commencing with course m2ma representing the moon inin all
its phases during the year 1878 this diagram specifies that the moon phases for
march april and may appear on the east towers and the phases for september octo-
ber and november on the west it calls for thirteen new and first quarter moons and
twelve full and last quarter moons

priesthood symbolism is only one of several iconographical pro-
grams on the temple exterior several of these same images appear in
other configurations to imply quite different messages this layering
of symbolic meaning is one of the glories of the temple

space

most of the symbols on the temple are heavenly bodies this
emphasis is not coincidental truman angell pointed out that the
whole structure is designed to symbolize some of the great archi-
tecturaltectural work above 113333 hugh nibley makes this link between the
cosmos and the temple A temple good or bad is a scale model of
the universe 113434 according to the great religious scholar mircea eliadeellade
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such patterning is an ancient religious conceptconcept353531 the ultimate pat-
tern is god himself be ye therefore perfect even as your father
which is in heaven is perfect matt 548 being the most expan-
sive of the lords creations the heavens are a visual metaphor for
the lord orson FE whitney of the quorum of the twelve apostles
said do I1 err then in believing that the universe is built upon
symbols to the end that it may bear record of its all wise architect
and builder god teaches with symbols it is his favorite method of
teaching the savior often used them 32311131323636

the heavens testify of the reality of god 37 in the book of mor-
mon korihorKorihor the antichrist challenges alma to show him a sign
that there is a god alma replies all things denote there is a god
yea even the earth and its motion yea and also allanaliail the planets
which move in their regular form do witness that there is a
supreme creator alma 3044504430 44 the lord tells us that the spirit of
christ is in and through all things dacd&c 8871388788 7137 13

the temples symbolic heavenly bodies testify of the lords
existence by orienting us toward the order and vastness of his
heavenly creations some of the symbolic stones on the temple
accomplish this task by literally moving our vision from the earth
toward the heavens at the base of the temple are huge cut stones
with a square raised pattern surrounding a convex circle fig 11

these are the earthstonesearthstones above them are the moonstonesmoonstones then
the sunstonessunstones and finally the
starstonesstarstones on the east towertowerstowers38sas338

and the ursa major figure on
the west central tower the
ursa major is itself pointing b1 A

55directly into the heavens to
the approximate location of the
actual north star jgiai& oplvpl

the iconography of the
temple exterior moves the

4p&fviewer to a heavenly referent naana4 NWR
fig 12 to teach us that the igb i

lords ways are on a differ-
ent plane we are told for
my thoughts are not your fig 11 hearthstoneearthstoneEarthstone



fig 12 the temple exterior moves the viewer to a heavenly referent
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thoughts neither are your ways my ways saith the lord for as
the heavens are higher than the earth so are my ways higher than
your ways and my thoughts than your thoughts isa 5589558 9
here the lord uses the heavens as a referent for his wisdom righ-
teousness and actions

when we gaze into the heavens we see the vastness bril-
liance and ordered movements of the heavenly bodies created by
the lord these three elements of the heavens vastness brilliance
and order give us a glimpse of the lord for the lord reveals much
of himself through his majestic creations his power and glory give
them light and order As a metaphor the heavens teach us much
about christ the bright and morning star rev 2216

just as the heavens testify of their creator so do their symbols
on the temple our understanding of the lord is increased when
we both see and begin to apprehend the spiritual component of
the heavens building on this comprehension the temples sym-
bolism attempts to expand our vision and actions to more closely
approximate those of the lord

axis mundi

the temple represents the axis mundi the center of the world
around which the earth pivots 39 As the axis mundi the temple is

the earthly end of a great shaft connecting the center of earth
to the center of the heavens

end of a vertical pole around which all revolve at the
base of each of the temples buttresses is an earthstonehearthstoneearthstone truman 0
angellsangelsAngells 1853 drawing of an earthstonehearthstoneearthstone shows the earthstonesearthstones
with longitudinal and latitudinal linesfinesiinesbines and the continents all stand-
ing out in bas relief fig 13 the original plan was to have the
earthstonesearthstones represent the earth as though it were revolving on its
axis as one walked around the temple this scheme visually re-
inforcedinforced the interpretation of the temple as the center of the earth

the clarity of the original earthstonesearthstones symbolism was lost
when hard course grained granite was used in building the
temple this change made carving fine detail on the stones very
difficult so the stones were simplified losing the detail of a rotat-
ing earth brigham youngs original intention was to build the
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salt lake temple out of adobe 40

since dried mud and straw would
not hold detail the symbolic stones
were to be carved of freestone
and applied to the exterior at
key places freestone was a

term used for a fairly soft easy to
carve stone such as limestone or
sandstone the use of freestone
would have made it possible to
incorporate more intricate detail
on the carved stones 41 since the
original elevation drawings and
overall renderings of the temple
were done when the intention
was still to build out of adobe
and freestone the early draw-
ings show symbolic stones with
much more detail than we see in
the completed temple and help
illuminate the icono-
graphical

fig 13 plan for an earthstonehearthstoneearthstone original
with longitudes and latitudes intentions
truman 0 angell 1853 As the earthstonesearthstones revolve

around the temple fig 14 above
them the moonstonesmoonstones also revolve around the temple depicting
the moon going through its four phases over and over again
above the moonstonesmoonstones the sunstonessunstones circle the temple the star
stones of the ursa major point to the north star around which all

the heavenly bodies appear to rotate the actual north star in the
heavens of course does not appear to move at all thus the temple
not only sits at the center of the earth but is also linked to the cen-
ter of the heavens in the temple sacred ordinances are performed
and covenants made that can connect worshipers on earth to the
heavens and their home with god

conduit to god As an axis mundi the temple fulfills its
essential role as the conduit between heaven and earth god and
man a place where the lord communicates with his children at
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fig 14 earthstonesEarthstones encircle the temple

the temples cornerstone laying ceremony parley P pratt spoke
of the connecting role of the temple

ye are assembled here today and have laid these comer stones for
the express purpose that the living might hear from the dead and
that we may prepare a holy sanctuary where the people may seek
unto their god for the living to hear from the dead and that heaven
and earth and the world of spirits may commune together 4241

another name for the temple is mountain of the lords
house ajsajsa 22 this temple metaphor alludes to the many sacred
contacts between heaven and earth that have taken place on moun-
tains for example moses went up on mount sinai to commune
with the lord ex 19 the savior appeared in his glory to peter
james and john upon the mount of transfiguration matt 171 8
christ suffered for the sins of the world on the mount of olives and
mount calvary these experiences among the most important in
the spiritual history of the earth have communicated the lords
will to his children and have shown us his power and glory

the lords dwelling place eliza R snow referred to the
temple as a portal for angels a threshold for god 43 deity and
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mankind meet in the temple 44 the lords earthly abode in re-
sponse to the question would the lord himself dwell in the
temple brigham young answered straightforwardly

he may do just as he pleases it is not my prerogative to dictate to
the lord but we will build him a house that if he pleases to pay us
a visit he may have a place to dwell in or if he should send any of
his servants we may have suitable accommodations for them I1 have
built myself a house and the most of you have done the same and
now shall we not build the lord a house45house15house 4515

spiritual bearings the temple is the meeting point of the
three cosmic regions heaven earth and the abode of the dead 4641

from the earliest times temples have been built as scale models of
the universe

there are three temples one in heaven one on earth and one
beneath the earth these three are identical one being built
exactly over the other with the earth temple in the very middle of
everything representing the pole of the heavens around which all
heavenly motions revolve the knot that ties earth and heaven
together the seat of universal dominion here the four cardinal
directions meet and here the three worlds make contact 47

the idea of the three vertical levels and four horizontal re-
gions dominated temple plans and orientation in the old world
and the new in ancient times and gave spiritual meaning and guid-
ance to the societies that built those temples 48 through participa-
tion in temple worship humanity can meet its thirst for meaning
by becoming oriented to the earth the heavens time and god
the horizontal connecting point of the four cardinal directions is
established bringing the earth together as one whole the vertical
pole connects the whole earth to the heavens

the temple is the center eminentlypreeminentlypre the zone of the
sacred the zone of absolute reality 49 the temple ultimately teaches
us what is real what is eternal and significant we are taught how
the lord organizes time space and relationships the significance
accorded organization was observed by eliade who notes that the
divine act of creation transformed chaos into cosmos 115050 by taking

us back to the time of creation latter day saint temples repeat this
preeminent time connecting god and the cosmos
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in the temple we are taught how we should live we learn
about authority and responsibility in the lords kingdom and the cen-
tral role that christ plays in our livesfivesilveshives and we learn something about
our spiritual potential in short the temple is about understanding
the sacred through obtaining our physical and spiritual bearings

facing directly east the temple is placed foursquare to the
compass this alignment creates a line from east to west and north
to south with the two lines crossing directly in the center of the
temple the latin word for temple templumtemplomtemplum means the point
where two lines cross among the ancient romans the templumtemplom
was the site where the signs from heaven were interpreted the
word plum meaning a straight vertical line leading from earth
upward also comes from the root word templomtemplumtemplum as does tem-
plate which is a pattern just as the temple is the pattern for uni-
verse this is the center from which we see the image of what is
most real the temple gives us our bearing here on earth and con-
nects us with the heavens 51

orientation of salt lake city to the temple on july 28
1847 shortly after brigham youngs arrival in the valley of the great
salt lake wilford woodruff witnessed brighamsBrighams first visit to what
came to be known as temple block and later gave this account

we walked along until we came to this temple block it was covered
with sagebrush there was no mark to indicate that god ever
intended to place anything there but while walking along brother
brigham stopped very suddenly he stuck his cane in the ground and
said right here will stand the great temple of our god we drove
a stake in the place indicated by him and that particular spot is situ-
ated in the middle of the temple site he then went to work and
laid out this city he laid out these streets these sidewalks these
blocks he laid out this temple block here 5251

this account identifies the early centrality of the temple in the lit-
eral laying out of the latter day saints new zion in the heart of
the everlasting hills the actual point from which the geological
surveys are measured is the stone base for a telescope that was in
an observatory just south of the temple figs 15 16 it seems
appropriate that utahs earliest observatory should have been
placed next to the temple that spiritually unites heaven and earth

the psychological space the cultural the juridical the reli-
gious rykwert comments should be treated as aspects of the
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fig 15 salt lake temple with the observatory inin front of it ca 1896

ecological space some consideration must be given to the
urban model frequently religious and spiritual which its inhab-

itants construct menmentally53mentallytany 115353 the starting point for beginning to
understand salt lake city is the temple

the temple quite literally orients salt lake city in terrestrial
space it is the survey measuring point

to survey the city apostle orson pratt began at the southeast comer
of temple square this point became the origin of the cityscites street
naming system streets immediately surrounding temple square are
called respectively north east south and west temple streets one
block from the temple are named first north east south and west
respectively two blocks from the temple are second north east
south and west and so on cardinally thoughoutthroughoutthoughout the city the south-
east comer of temple square is also the onginoriginangin for the survey of the
great basin begun under pratts direction and completed by the fed-
eral government after the 1870 federal land survey in short every
location in the mormon west whether in the capital city or in the
vast hinterlands has temple square as its ultimate reference pointpoint5451
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fig 16 observatory interior charles E johnson ca 1900

this survey is marked by the base meridian stone that was placed
just outside the wall on the southeast comer of temple square it is

from this point that all the streets are numbered in salt lake city
thus every street address in the older part of salt lake city ac-
knowledges the centrality of the temple

time

elder boyd K packer has told us that it is at the temple that
we may begin to see into the eternities 115555 it is there that we can
get our bearings about time some of the symbolic stones on the
temple very literally move us toward an understanding of a place
where we can escape the tyranny of mortal time we more clearly
understand the lords concept of and relationship to onomnipresentnipresentnipresent
eternal time which are described this way

thus saith the lord your god even jesus christ the great I1 AM

alpha and omega the beginning and the end the same which
looked upon the wide expanse of eternity and all the seraphic hosts
of heaven before the world was made the same which knoweth all
things for all things are present before mine eyes decd&cid&c 381 see
also isa 44.6446446 Ps 932 902 10224 and dacd&c 39.2239225922
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expository verbal communication is not very useful in unify-
ing time and for the lord time is unified and omnipresent joseph
smith attempted to communicate this reality by comparing time to
a ring the elements are eternal that which has a beginning will
surely have an end take a ring it is without beginning or end cut
it for a beginning place and at the same time you have an ending
place 115656 but it is still difficult for us to understand the lords view
of time because we are largely metaphysical captives of a newton-
ian physics logical positivism and phenomenology As a result of
our world view we see time as linear

it is necessary for our epistemological parameters to broaden
and become more layered in order for our understanding of time to
expand and more nearly parallel the lords taking on this challenge
matters because we are told and this is life eternal that they might
know thee the only true god and jesus christ whom thou hast
sent john 175173173 john taylor the third president of the church
eloquently articulated the significance of an eternal perspective

when we speak of time and eternity they are only relative terms
which we attach to things that are present and things that are to
come and things that are past but in relation to ourselves as individ-
uals we are eternal beings although we occupy a certain space of
eternity called time in relation to the gospel we preach it is eter-
nal in relation to the priesthood it is eternal in relation to our cove-
nants and obligations they are eternal in relation to our promises
prospects and hopes they are eternal 57

visual symbolism is one way for humans to transcend their
verbal limitations in dealing with time elder orson E whitney said
the universe is built on symbols whereby one thing bespeaks

another the lesser testifying of the greater lifting our thoughts
from man to god from earth to heaven from time to eternity 5158115858

the symbolic stones on the temple that refer to time also
refer us to the heavens of the connection between the heavenly
bodies and the reckoning of time the prophet abraham wrote

and the lord said unto me the planet which is the lesser
light lesser than that which is to rule the day even the night is
above or greater than that upon which thou standeststandfeststandest in point of reck-
oning for it movethloveth in order more slow this is in order because it
standeth above the earth upon which thou standeststandfeststandest therefore the
reckoning of its time is not so many as to its number of days and of
months and of years abr 5535
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As we move upward into the heavens the time sequences
become longer likewise the temple stones that communicate time
begin with a short period of time the day and move toward the
eternal present where time almost ceases to move representing
days the earthstonesearthstones rotate on their axis as they go around the
temple the original concept of sequential carvings on the stones
required seven stones to depict one complete revolution thus
necessitating forty nine stones for one week in this fashion the fifty

earthstonesearthstones on the temple could represent both days and weeks 59

in addition some of the earthstonesearthstones are shown tipped off center on
their axis thus making it possible to also allude to the seasons
engendered by the earths tipped position the moonstonesmoonstones show
the moon going through its four distinct phases each complete
sequence recording a lunar month fig 17 the sunstonessunstones are
carved with forty rays representing the length of the biblical gener-
ation fig 18

on the west center tower the ursa major literally points
toward the heavens and the north star fig 19 thus the most
important symbol about time the north star is not even on the
temple but we are led to it through the symbolic stones on
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fig 18 each sunstone has forty rays

fig 19 on the west central tower the big dipper points toward the
north star
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the temple the north star or pole star has served as the pilot star
because it is a fixed place in the heavens that does not move for
purposes of temple symbolism it represents the victory over
movement change and time since time is measured by move-
ment with the symbol of the north star time ceases and we focus
on eternity

the symbolic stones remind us that the temple sits in the cen-
ter of time and transcends it making time an endless eternal
round this relationship to time matters for temple worshipers
who can perform sacred ordinances vicariously for departed
ancestors these ordinances can seal together a family chain that
goes back to the beginning of human history and forward into the
future see front cover elijah holding symbolic keys for sealingseating
families the endowment the sacred ordinances performed in the
temple that are essential to return to dwell with the lord links us
with the future the ability of time to fragment the human family is
thus overcome past present and future become one in eternity
time is collapsed into an omnipresent

here in the temple time and space come together barriers
vanish between this world and the next between past present and
future solemn prayers are offered in the name of jesus christ to the
almighty what is bound here is bound beyond and only here can
the gates be opened to release the dead who are awaiting the saving
ordinances here the whole human family meets in a common enter-
prise the records of the race are assembled as far back in time as
research has taken them for a work performed by the present gen-
eration to assure that they and their kindred dead shall spend the
eternities together in the future 60

the restoration

the existence of the salt lake temple and the authority to
perform the ordinances therein are possible only because the
gospel ofjesus christ was restored to the earth this great restora-
tion is also part of the symbolism of the temples exterior

the angel moroni crowning the east central tower is a gold
leafed statue of an angel blowing a trumpet fig 20 this is moroni
a resurrected prophet who brought the sacred record of his people
to joseph smith at the beginning of the restoration 61 james talmage



fig 20 the statue of the angel moroni on the salt lake temple
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refers to this sculpture as a representation of the angel mentioned in
the fourteenth chapter of the book of revelation61revelation62Revelation6261

and I1 saw another angel fly in the midst of heaven having the ever-
lasting gospel to preach unto them that dwell on the earth and to
every nation and kindred and tongue and people saying with a
loud voice fear god and give glory to him for the hour of his judg-
ment is come and worship him that made heaven and earth and the
sea and the fountains of waters rev 146 7

the cloudstonesCloudstones at the top of the eastern buttresses on the
east central tower are cloudstonescloudstones with rays of lightfighthight streaming
down fig 2211 the early architectural renderings of the temple
have cloudstonescloudstones on all the buttresses of all the towers truman
angell described these stones as clouds and rays of light descend-
ing downwards elaborating on this symbolism james anderson
said the cloudstonescloudstones are emblematic of the rays of gospel lightfight
piercing downward from heaven to earth dispelling the clouds of
superstition and error that had engulfed the world 6361 in some nine
teenthsteenth century latter day saint sermons a cloud is linked with
darkness which is variously dispelled by faith the restored priest-
hood the lightfighthight of restored truth and ultimately christs presence
prepared for by the restoration 64 in 1840 parley PR pratt drew

upon the same metaphor in the words to his well known hymn
the morning breaks 65 in which the verbal symbolism parallels

the exterior temple symbolism

the morning breaks the shadows flee
lo10 zions standard is unfurled
the dawning of a brighter day
the dawning of a brighter day
majestic rises on the world

the clouds of error disappear
before the rays of truth divine
the glory bursting from afar
the glory bursting from afar
wide oer the nations soon will shine 66

charles W penrose wrote a series of popular missionary tracts
titled rays ofalfvingliving light the covers of which also referred to this
metaphor 6717 this restoration image was captured by lambourne in
two paintings for the temples interior that were commissioned by
the first presidency both works depict a great storm cloud being
pierced and displaced by a sunburst over hill cumorah 681



fig 21 cloudstoneCloudstone on one of the eastern buttresses
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an early architectural drawing of the temple shows the cloud
stones with an arm holding a long trumpet pointing downward as

if to declare the restoration of the gospel with the sound of a
trump to the whole earth fig 22692219 and ye shall go forth in the
power of my spirit preaching my gospel two by two in my name
lifting up your voices as with the sound of a trump declaring my
word like unto angels of god dacdagd&c 426

some interesting similarities between these early cloudstonecloudstone
renderings and the sunstonessunstones on the nauvoo temple probably
indicate that some of the nauvoo elements were carried over to
the salt lake temple both sets of images have hands holding trum-
pets both show clouds with the sun shining through on the nau-
voo temple the entire face of the sun is visible shining above the
clouds on the salt lake temple the face of the sun is hidden
behind the cloud but the rays are shown flowing down

second coming symbolism the conjoining of the suns
rays dispelling the clouds and the trumpet announcing the restora-
tion relates also to the imminence of the lords second coming

fig 22 an 1854 rendering by truman 0 angell of trumpets and cloud
stones
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which will be announced with a trumpet joel 2211 7010 for the sec-
ond coming symbolism the cloudstonescloud stones earthstonesearthstones and towers
form a symbolic unit 71 the earthstonesearthstones represent missionary work
around the globe preparing the world for the second coming in
this regard truman angell says the motto of the earthstonesearthstones is

the gospel has come for the whole earth 12721172727272 since the towers rep-
resent the priesthood we have a visual depiction of an imperative
for the priesthood to carry the message of the restoration through-
out the world and warn the people dacd&c 8881 of the coming
of the great and dreadful day of the lord dacd&c 12817 an addi-
tional missionary message of helping others discover the way to
correct their course is symbolized by the depiction of ursa major 73

sculptures other symbols of the restoration are mahonri
youngs sculptures of joseph smith the prophet through whom
the gospel was restored and hyrum smith his brother both
stand as sentinels who hold the keys of the restored priesthood
dacd&c 13 24 27 for a
short time these statues
were placed in exterior 1 7 T A

niches of the temtempletempiepap1 M
90N IN

fig 23 before being OF
momNOMmoved to the temple

FF

grounds in the early papartA INWS
of this century fig 3 74

the moonstonesMoonstones R IM wealveal
the calculated ordering
of the moonstonesmoonstones fig 24

creates one of the most
powerful yet subtle sets
of symbols concerning
the restoration four
sequential moonstonesmoonstones
would represent each lu-
nar month fig 17 the
moonstonesmoonstones are placed
in the wall so that janu-
ary would start in ap fig 23 plan for a sculpture in an exterior
proximately the middle niche by the great eastern door
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fig 24 closeupclose up of a moonstone

of the north wall of the temple 7571 the wall that used to be the most
visually obscure usually one would not begin a major iconograph-
ical sequence at such a place unless the intention was to feature
some other point in the sequence by having it fall at a much more
prominent place this was apparently the intention the position-
ing of the moonstone phases made it possible for the two but-
tresses on the east side of the east central tower the most
prominent tower on the temple to be decorated with the two
phases of the moon for early april commemorating not only
christs birth but also the official organization of the church on
april 6 1830 76

the beehive and motto another important aspect of the
restoration is the building of zion A symbol often used for zion is

a beehive 77 representing industry hard work and cooperation
beehive medallions are at the center of two roundelsroundersroundels on each of
the great exterior doors fig 25 two nineteenth century latter
day saints wrote the hive and honey bees form our communal
coat of arms it is a significant representation of the industry



fig 25 beehive medallion on the eastern door
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harmony order and frugality of the people and of the sweet
results of their toil union and intelligent cooperation 31781178327878 beehives
were on early flags that flew over utah territory 79 the beehive is
frequently used on church logos it is on the seals of both the uni-
versity of utah and brigham young university it eventually
became the center of the great seal of the state of utah

A spiritual component ofofzionzion was expressed by including the
words holiness to the lord80lord10 above the beehives on the door-
knobs fig 26 brigham young used the phrase holiness to the
lord in a dedicatory prayer presenting the temple thus far com-
pleted as a monument of the saints liberality fidelity and faith
concluding lord we dedicate this house and ourselves to thee 81

he then elaborated what holiness to the lord meant to him

thirty years experience has taught mathatmethatme that every moment of my life
must be holiness to the lord resulting from equity justice mercy
and uprightness in all my actions which is the only course by which
I1 can preserve the spirit of the almighty to myself 82

christological symbolism

the most significant focus of the temple is christ one can
see allusions to christ and his gospel in many symbols in their
location and relationships and indeed in the very orientation of
the temple

the temple doors the escutcheon plates for the door han-
dles reinforce the centrality of christ in latter day saint theology
the plates have a small bas relief of a door fig 27 the scriptures
contain numerous references to christ and his gospel as the door
or the gate 8381 christ himself says 1I am the door by me if any man
enter in he shall be saved john 109 in the nineteenth century
church leaders occasionally referred to the gospel of jesus christ
as the door when a man entered the church by the door that is

by faith repentance baptism for the remission of sins and the lay-

ing on of hands he was required to live in strict obedience to the
principles laid down in the teachings of our savior 84

above the door on the escutcheon plate is an arch with a very
prominent keystone fig 28 elder erastus snow spoke of the



fig 26 doorknob on the salt lake temple



fig 27 escutcheon plates for door handles with bas relief of a door on
the upper half



fig 28 detail of escutcheon plate showing the arch and keystone
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sealing ordinances and the covenants the saints make with the lord
as a keystone

this new and everlasting covenant reveals unto us the keys of the
holy priesthood and ordinances thereof it is the grand keystone of
the arch which the lord is building in the earth in other words it
is that which completes the exaltation and glory of the righteous
who receive the everlasting gospel and without it they could not
attain unto the eternal power and godhead and the fullness of
celestial glory 8515

celestial bodies and light the glory of celestial bodies and
of the earth are depicted in symbols covering the temple some
scriptural passages represent these bodies as praising the lord

praise ye him sun and moon praise him all ye stars of light
Ps 1483

let the sun moon and the morning stars sing together and let
all the sons of god shout for joy and let the eternal creations declare
his name forever and ever and again I1 say howglorioushow glorious is the voice
we hear from heaven proclaiming in our ears glory and salvation
and honor and immortality and eternal life kingdoms principali-
ties and powers decdacd&cid&c 12823

an ancient hebrew song speaks of the lords light bringing
worshipers to sacred places 0 send out thy light and thy truth
let them lead me let them bring me unto thy holy hill and to thy
tabernacles Ps 433 light particularly light from heavenly bod-
ies is an expression of christ intelligence revelation life truth
and the power of the lord which power animates all things
including the heavens christ is described as the life and the lightfightbight

of the world alma 389 in the doctrine and covenants we
learn for the word of the lord is truth and whatsoever is truth is

light and whatsoever is light is spirit even the spirit of jesus
christ dacd&c 8445

perhaps the most inclusive scriptural statement about light is

in doctrine and covenants 88 which says that the light of truth or the
light of christ is the medium through which the lord animates
the universe brigham youngs focus on light at the laying of the
first cornerstone and the depiction of heavenly bodies on the temple
are undoubtedly related to these theological ideas consider the
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extensive use of celestial symbols on the temples exterior while
reading these verses

he that ascended up on high as also he descended below all
things in that he comprehended all things that he might be in all
and through all things the light of truth

which truth shinethchinethshineth this is the light of christ As also he is in
the sun and the light of the sun and the power thereof by which it
was made As also he is in the moon and is thelightelightththe light of the moon
and the power thereof by which it was made As also the light of the
stars and the power thereof by which they were made and the earth
also and the power thereof even the earth upon which you stand
and the light which shinethchinethshineth which giveth you light is through him
who enlightenethenlighteneth your eyes which is the same light that quickenethquickeneth
your understandings

which light proceedethproceedeth forth from the presence of god to fill

the immensity of space the light which is in all things which giveth
life to all things which is the law by which all things are governed
even the power of god who sitteth upon his throne who is in the
bosom of eternity who is in the midstmidstofof all things dacd&c 88613886 13

the heavenly bodies depicted on the temple bathe it in the
perpetual light of the sun moon and stars this light ultimately
emanates from christ himself thus the entire temple symbolically
radiates the light intelligence and order of the lord into zion

the moonstonesMoonstones and the towers the specific placement
of the moonstonesmoonstones celebrates the savior in several ways each
cycle of the moon is depicted for the year of 1878 fig 10 81686116 As pre-
viously discussed the lunar year was started in a relatively obscure
placeplace on the temple exterior because neither january 1 nor decem-
ber 31 are important dates for temple symbolism the most signifi-
cant date is the possible birthdatebirthratebirthdate of the savior april 6 8717 this was
the approximate date that he commenced his earthly ministry 88

he was crucified and rose from the dead in early april 8919 thus the
calendrical function of the east central tower moonstonesmoon stones cele-
brates key dates in the life of the savior 90 these moonstonesmoonstones also
commemorate the organization of the church and the official be-
ginning of christs last dispensation each year on or near april 6
latter day saints celebrate these events by holding annual general
conference 91 in october the probable birth month of john the
baptist who prepared the way for the lord the saints hold their
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semiannual general conference marked by the moonstonesmoonstones on the
west central tower at these general conferences christs living
prophets speak to his people and testify of him

the twelve small pinnacles on each of the east towers fig 29
represent the twelve apostles 92 who are called to be special wit-
nesses of jesus christ the three great pyramidal spires that cap
the towers of the east represent the first presidency of the
church it is the president of the church who holds all the priest-
hood keys of christs church on earth dacd&c 812

the clasped hands carved into the stone panel above the
bottom window in the center east and west towers is a pair of
clasped hands fig 30 which represent the hand of fellowship
and the unity of the saints 93 but the clasped hands seem to have
additional meanings for surrounding the hands is an oval with rays
emanating outward the usual meaning of an aureole of light is
divine sanctification or divine presence thus two interpretations
seem to be associated with the addition of the aureole of light the
first is that the fellowship of the saints is part of building a sacred
community zion the second is that the lord is bound with us in
a covenant which is central to temple worship

for those who enter these walls this house becomes a house of
covenants here we promise solemnly and sacredly to live the
gospel ofjesus christ in its finest expression we covenant with god
our eternal father to live those principles which are the bedrock of
all true religion 94

engraved into the scroll on the keystone above the clasped
hands and gilded are the words alpha and omega these the
first and last letters in the greek alphabet are one of the names of
the lord 1I am alpha and omega the beginning and the ending
saith the lord which is and which was and which is to come the
almighty rev 18 thus saith the lord your god even jesus
christ the great I1 AM alpha and omega dacd&c 383811

the all seeing eye above the second window in the east
and west central towers is an eye looking out at us from below a
veil of pleated fabric fig 31 surrounding the eye is another aure-
ole of light depicted by a raised oval with outward shooting rays
the keystone in the arch above is blank 95 this is the all seeing eye
a symbol frequently used in pioneer utah this symbol reminded
the saints that the eye of the lord was upon them and that all that
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fig 29 of the twelve spires per tower nine can be seen on some of the
towers in this 1893 photograph by H H thomas

they did should be in accordance with the will of the lord john
taylor noted it penetrates and is enabled to weigh the actions and
motives of the children of menmen9691 in proverbs we are told the
eyes of the lord are in every place beholding the evil and the
good brovprov 153 the all seeing eye of the lord was often used
on church cooperative buildings with the phrase holiness to the



fig 30 clasped hands and keystone
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fig 31 the all seeing eye

lord arched over it sometimes the all seeing eye was used in pio-
neer tabernacles one is located over the choir seats in the st
george tabernacle

however the all seeing eyes on the temple differ from all the
rest most all seeing eyes have eyebrows above them but those on
the salt lake temple are depicted looking out from beneath a
pleated veil 97 veils are used to separate the sacred from the pro-
fane the spiritual from the carnal truth from confusion the lord
from mankind the veil separating man and the lord is removed
only on rare occasions of great faith and obedience

and because of the knowledge of this man the brother of
jared he could not be kept from beholding within the veil and he
saw the finger ofjesus which when he saw he fell with fear for he
knew that it was the finger of the lord and he had faith no longer
for he knew nothing doubting wherefore having this perfect
knowledge of god he could not be kept from within the veil there-
fore he saw jesus and he did minister unto him ether 3.192031920319 20

and prepare for the revelation which is to come when the
veil of the covering of my temple in my tabernacle which hidethaideth
the earth shall be taken off and all flesh shall see me together
dacd&c 10123
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holiness to the lord above the second window in the east
central tower is the large dedicatory plaque which reads holi-
ness to the lord the house of the lord built by the church of
jesus christ of latter day saints commenced april 6 1853 com-
pleted april 6 1893 fig 32 see also fig 33 president hinckley
made this comment about the dedicatory plaque

the first phrase of this statement is a declared recognition of the
Ahalmightynighty and a pledge of holiness and reverence before him the sec-
ond is a statement of ownership this is his house built through the
consecrations of the people and presented to him as their offering of
love and sacrifice 9891

the first phrase holiness to the lord is also a millennial
declaration about building a zion to which the lord can return at
his second coming

in speaking of the gathering we mean to be understood as
speaking of it according to scripture the gathering of the elect of the
lord out of every nation on earth and bringing them to the place of
the lord of hosts when the city of righteousness shall be built and
where the people shall be of one heart and one mind when the sav-
ior comes yea where the people shall walk with god like enoch
and be free from sin the word of the lord is precious and when we
read that the vail spread over all nations will be destroyed and the
pure in heart see god and reign with him a thousand years on earth
we want all honest men to have a chance to gather and build up a
city of righteousness where even upon the bells of the horses shall
be written holiness to the lord 99

elder bruce R mcconkie also comments on the relationship be-
tween holiness to the lord and the city of enoch

enoch continued his preaching in righteousness unto the people of
god and it came to pass in his days that he built a city that was
called the city of holiness even ZION what was more natural than
to name the city after the people the pure in heart called their
abode by the name city of holiness their every thought was hobholi-
ness to the lord and blessed be he that cometh in the name of the
lord hosanna in the highest100highestimhighesthighestImloo100

the cloudstonesCloudstones the latter day saint belief that the temple
is the house of the lord here on earth as well as his point of con-
tact with his people is reinforced symbolically by the cloudstonescloudstones
the final placement of cloudstonescloudstones was altered from the original
plan this change was probably part of the simplification that



fig 32 dedicatory plaque
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occurred because of the difficulty of carving granite instead of
the softer freestonesfreestones originally a cloudstonecloudstone was to be placed at the
toptop of each buttress on each tower this would have made a total
of eight cloudstonescloudstones per tower for a total of forty eight cloudstonescloudstones
in all but the temple was completed with just two cloudstonescloudstones these
were placed on the east face of the east central tower figs 9 2211

this simplification actually strengthens the christological symbol-
ism of the temple exterior by keeping the cloudstonescloudstones on the tower
that symbolically is the most focused on the savior since one of
the symbolic functions of this tower is to focus on christ the cloud
stones when interpreted as symbols of the presence of the lord
reinforce both this focus and the literal meaning of the great dedi-
catory plaque holiness to the lord the house of the lord

the key to understanding the relationship of the cloudstonescloudstones
and the lord is found in the rather consistent linking of the pres-
ence of the lord and clouds in holy writ truman angell stated that
brigham young diligently studied the scriptures particularly the
old testament 101 before developing the plan for the exterior sym-
bolism of the temple over and over in the scriptures the lord
appears in a cloud to his prophets and his people

the lord often dealt with the children of israel in the wilder-
ness from within a cloud he went before them by day in a pillar
of a cloud to lead them the way ex 1321 he spoke to moses
on sinai and to the elders of israel from within a cloud ex 2416
199 2415 345 num 1125 the lord appeared in a cloud

and the lord said unto moses speak unto aaron thy brother that he
come not at all times into the holy place within the vail before the
mercy seat which is upon the ark that he die not for I1 willwin appear
in the cloud upon the mercy seat lev 162

and it came to pass when the congregation was gathered against
moses and against aaron that they looked toward the tabernacle of
the congregation and behold the cloud covered it and the glory
of the lord appeared num 1642

the lord came to the dedication of the temple of solomon in a cloud

then the glory of the lord went up from the cherub and stood
over the threshold of the house and the house was filled with the
cloud and the court was full of the brightness of the lords glory
ezek 104 see also 2 chr 513
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the lord informed joseph smith that when the temple is
built in jackson county a cloud of glory will rest upon it for ver-
ily this generation shall not all pass away until an house shall be
built unto the lord and a cloud shall rest upon it which cloud
shall be even the glory of the lord which shall fill the house
dacd&c 845

god the father spoke to the apostles on the mount of transf-
iguration from within a cloud while he yet spake behold a
bright cloud overshadowed them and behold a voice out of the
cloud which said this is my belovedbelovedsonbelovedSonson in whom I1 am well
pleased hear ye him matt 175 the lord spoke to the brother
of jared from a cloud and it came to pass that when they had
come down into the valley of nimrod the lord came down and
talked with the brother of jared and he was in a cloud and the
brother ofjared saw him not ether 24 14

after his final visit with his apostles the savior ascended to
heaven in a cloud acts 19 he also ascended in a cloud after vis-
iting the nephitesNephites 3 ne 1838 finally the lord told the prophet
joseph smith that he would come again in a cloud for behold
verily verily I1 say unto you the time is soon at hand that I1 shall
come in a cloud with power and great glory dacd&c 347 see also
dacd&c 4545 luke 2125 28

since the temple is set apart as the house of the lord it
seems logical to assume that the cloudstonescloudkonescloudstoneskonessones could symbolize the
second coming of the lord as well as his word and presence in his
earthly home the temple

the house of the lord because the temple is the earthly
sanctuary of the lord it is physically set off from the world the
traffic outside the wall of temple square is now frequently heavy
and noisy within the wall there is an environment of peace and
beautybeauty102102 aside from the peace attained within the walls of
temple square the positioning of the temple within those walls
adds some symbolic elements the main access to temple square
is from the north and south gates which are located in the center
of the south and north walls of the square A secondary gate is
located in the center of the west wall of the square there was no
public access from the east until very recently when an eastern
gate was made none of these four gates center on the temple
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the front of the temple faces directly into the east wall less
than seventy five feet away in fairly recent times the thick
masonry wall directly in front of the temple has been replaced
with a high ornamental iron fence making the temple more visible
from the street fig 33 compare to fig 4 however there is still
no access to the front of the temple from the street the temple
could have been placed where the tabernacle now stands making
the front of the temple easily accessible from temple squares
main north south pedestrian mall remember that the temple was
begun over ten years before the tabernacle was begun the
temple actually turns its back on people entering temple square
clearly easy casual access for visitors was not the intention in posi-
tioning the temple on the square

the temple is further set off from visitors within the walls sur-
rounding temple square by inner fences and walls even those that
come to temple square to attend the temple do not directly enter
the temple they enter the temple annex through a small gate in the
north wall of the square the entrance into the temple itself is via an
underground passage coming from the north one is reminded of the
various courts that set off the temple of solomon from the world
that temple was not only in a holy city it was also approached
through a series of courts to which access was increasingly re-
strictedstricted the walls around temple square and the somewhat serpen-
tine entrance into the temple seem to be a reflection of the tradition
that temples should be a sanctuary set off from secular world 103101105

so why does the temple face east if the east doors are not for
regular worshiper access the dedicatory plaque on the east face
of the east central tower holds the answer ultimately the temple
is not a house for man it is the lords house the eastward facing
position of the temple on the square reinforces the millennialism
of the gospel just as the east central tower welcomes the untram-
meled lightfightbight of the rising sun coming from the east so it will wel-
come the lord at the commencement of the millennium but the
son of man will come as the sign of the coming of the son of man
which will be as the lightfighthight of the morning cometh out of the
east 104 this prophetic doctrine was reaffirmed in 1956

the los angeles temple was the first in the twentieth cen-
tury to include an angel moroni statue on its 257 foot tower



fig 33 east side of the salt lake temple
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architectural plans called for the angel to face southeast as did the
temple itself president david 0 mckay however insisted that
the statue be turned to face due east most but not all IDSLDS temples
face east symbolic of the anticipated second coming of christ which
jesus compared to the dawning in the east of a new day matt 2427 110505

thus the dedicatory plaque is not a casual sign in one sense it is
an announcement to greet the lord when he comes to his house at
his second coming the temples position facing the east wallwanwailwaii of
temple square reminds us that this is not our house it is the
lords we go to the temple to be taught of him to adjust our lives
to the lord in order to understand his ways

conclusion

A few years ago joseph mcconkie wrote a short article on the
symbolism of the exterior of the salt lake temple he made this
observation about interpreting the symbols

one explanation of a symbol that has been given does not preclude
someone else seeing beyond that symbols were intended to expand
our freedom of expression and feelings not limit them in suggesting
some meanings associated with the symbols on the salt lake temple
it need not be supposed that this constitutes the final word on the
matter finality robs symbols of their meaning 106

my interpretation of the exterior symbolism on the temple
will not be the last words on this subject scholarship willwin add
more to our understanding but as a sacred structure the salt lake
temple derives its meaning primarily from the spiritual context that
caused it to be built and from its use for over a century as a place of
spiritual teaching inspiration worship and religious ordinances

I1 have tried to avoid the interpretation of exterior temple
symbols in isolation the medieval cathedrals of europe are viewed
by scholars as a symbolic microcosm of the medieval world 107 a
microcosm in which the symbols are bound together in many
ways the salt lake temple is a microcosm of latter day saint belief
and even of some of its central sacred history As such through the
symbolic relationships expressed on its exterior it gives physical
form to latter day saint faith

the salt lake temple has yet to be matched in the tradition of
the latter day saint temple architecture some may see in this article
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an imperative on how latter day saint temples should be orna-
mented that is neither my intention nor the intention of those
who built the salt lake temple the three other pioneer temples
the st george manti and logan temples which were all begun
and completed during the period that the salt lake temple was
under construction were all made with much less elaborate exte-
rior symbolism orson pratt had this to say about temple architec-
ture and design

you see that notwithstanding all these temples that are now build-
ing in this territory and those that have been built before we came
here in kirtland and nauvoo the lord is not confined to an exact
pattern in relation to these temples building in the different
stakes he will construct his temples in a great variety of ways
and by and by when the more perfect order shall exist we shall con-
struct them through the aid of revelation in accordance with the
temples that exist in yonder heaven 108

spiritual and aesthetic power and majesty and amazing com-
prehensive theological and intellectual thought are expressed
through the exterior symbolism of the salt lake temple it shows
the theological unity of the heavens the symbolism expresses the
sacralization of a new zion and visually links mankind with
the heavenly realms of the lord the sacred history of this dispen-
sation is made manifest and with it the imperative to carry that
message to the world though an orderly process presided over by
the lords priesthood leaders the organizational structure of the
presiding councils of his church is made visible and the centrality
of christ and the imminence of his return to the earth are
expressed surely the architecture of the salt lake temple shines
with craftsmanship and aesthetics but it is the nobility of the tem-
ples sacred messages expressed through the relationships of its
symbols that shines with transcendent brilliance according to
nineteenth century church leaders 109119log the salt lake temple fulfills
this prophecy from isaiah

and it shall come to pass in the last days that the mountain
of the lords house shall be established in the top of the mountains
and shall be exalted above the hills and all nations shall flow unto it

and many people shall go and say come ye and let us go up
to the mountain of the lord to the house of the god ofofjacobjacob and he
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will teach us of his ways and we will walk in his paths for out of
zion shall go forth the law and the word of the lord from
jerusalem

0 house ofjacob come ye and let us walk in the light of the
lord ajsajsaisa 22522 5

richard G oman is senior curator of the museum of church history and art the
author would like to acknowledge doris R dant nancy R lund steven L olsen
robert 0 davis and glen M leonard for their insights and help he thanks his
wife pamela fillmore oman for her encouragement support and patience

NOTES

viktor emil frankl mans search for meaning new york washington
square 1985

12I purposely avoid discussing some symbols such as the inverted stars on
door keystones and the so called saturn stones because I1 did not find a reliable
LDS source on which to base an interpretation several authors have preceded me
in interpreting the salt lake temple and others will do so after this article is pub-
lished similarly there are dozens of books on the iconography of byzantine and
medieval architecture in some cases the authors agree in others they do not
such is the nature of scholarship about significant and complex works of art and
architecture the salt lake temple is such a work I1 approached the exterior
iconography of the salt lake temple from a particular point of view that point
of view affected which sources I1 most valued

3numaonumauma denis fustelaustel de coulanges the ancient city A study on the reli-
gion laws and institutions of greece and rome baltimore johns hopkins
university press 1991 4 As georges duby said in his monumental work on
gothic cathedrals we have to give more attention to the theology than to
the sociology of the period if we wish to understand its art georges duby the
europe of the cathedrals 1140 1280 trans stuart gilbert geneva editions

dart albert skira 1966 9
KsAs a believing latter day saint I1 am not impartial but according to the ger-

man philosopher hegel such impartiality is a myth anyway

even the ordinary the impartial historiographer who believes and
professes that he maintains a simply receptive attitude surrendering
himself only to the data supplied him is by no means passive as

regards the exercise of his thinking powers he brings his categoriescatagoriescatagories
with him and sees the phenomena presented to his mental vision
exclusively through these media G W F hegel philosophical his-
tory in the worlds great thinkers man and the state the7 be politi-

cal philosophers ed saxe commins and robert N linscottUnscott 4 vols
new york random house 194711947 3408
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in other words who we are conditions what we see in spite of all of our
attempts at impartiality

5asaasAs an art historian I1 have used the visual images on the temple itself as its
own best document although I1 have referred to the significant body of spiritual
and scholarly material written about the temple and its meaning james E tal-
mage boyd K packer hugh W nibley and others have written extensively on
this subject the author is grateful for the role these authors have played in build-
ing the foundation for this study james E talmage the house of the lord A
study of holy sanctuaries ancient and modern 1912 reprint salt lake city
bookcraft 1962 boyd K packer the holy temple salt lake city bookcraft
1980 hugh W nibley temple and cosmos beyond tuisthis ignorant present ed
don norton salt lake city deseret book provo utah foundation for ancient
research and mormon studies 1992

among the other scholars who have written about the temple are in alpha-
betical order by surname laurel brana blank andrew the early temples of the
mormonscormonsMormons the architecture of the millennial kingdom in the american west
albany state university of new york press 1978 matthew B brown and paul

thomas smith symbols in stone symbolism in the temples of the early
restoration american fork utah covenant communications forthcoming
1997 loren C dunn symbols in architecture of the temple are aa means of
teaching church news february 13 1993 7 charles mark hamilton author-
ship and architectural influences on the salt lake temple masters thesis uni-
versity of utah 1972 charles mark hamilton nineteenth century mormon
architecture and city planning new york oxford university press 1995
charles mark hamilton the salt lake temple an architectural monograph
phd diss ohio state university 1978 charles mark hamilton nethe salt lake

temple A monument to a people based on the research and study of C mark
hamilton and written in collaboration with the concept and design of C nina
cutrubus salt lake city university seservices 1983 matthew kevin heiss the
salt lake temple and the metaphors of transformation masters thesis univer-
sity of virginia 1986 richard neitzel holzapfel every stone a sermon salt
lake city bookcraft 1992 nels benjamin lundwall temples ofodtheofthethe most high
salt lake city bookcraft 1947 truman madsen ed the temple in antiquity

ancient records and modern perspectives religious studies monograph series
vol 9 provo utah religious studies center brigham young university two
articles of particular interest being hugh W nibley looking backward 395139 51
and hugh W nibley what Is a temple 193719 37 duncan mcneil mcallister A

description of the great temple salt lake city and a statement concerning
the purposesforpurposes for ubichwhich it has been built salt lake city bureau of information
and church literature 1904 joseph fielding mcconkie symbols of our faith
tuisthis people spring 1993 31 34 wallace alan raynor history of the construc-
tion of the salt lake temple masters thesis brigham young university 1961
wallace alan raynor the everlasting spires A story of the salt lake temple
salt lake city deseret book 1965 george H schoemaker acculturation and

transformation of salt lake temple symbols in mormon tombstone art mark-
ers IX journal of the associationforassociation forror gravestone studies 1992 196 215

foror example talmage among others mentions saturn stones referring
to the small stones each decorated with a circle in a square and located just below
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the battlements of the towers talmatalmagetaimagege house of the lord 122 examining the
symbolism of these stones presents several problems the stones were depicted
in the original drawings at the same time that huge stones that are clearly the
ringed saturn were also depicted these stones were dropped from the final
design fig 5434 compare to figs 9 and 19 so we are faced with the question
why depict saturn with two different visual images A second problem is that if
the small circle in a square is not saturn what is it some speculate that these
stones represent the dome of heaven the circle and the earth the square paul
thomas smith and matthew B brown personal communication with author

fig 34 detail from the 1854 side elevation

A third problem is why represent saturn on the temple some speculate
that perhaps this stone is a symbol for kolobdolob a possibility that makes some sense
because kolobdolob is a governing planet its time frame is much slower than the
earths one revolution being one thousand years this interpretation would be
consistent with the expression of time slowing down as ones eye moves upward
from the earthstonesearthstones to the moonstonesmoonstones to the sunstonessunstones again the problem is

that I1 have no historical scriptural or authoritative church reference that says
the saturn stones are really kolobdolob stones to make such a conclusion is too
speculative for me at this time although I1 acknowledge that this omission repre-
sents a major visual gap in my interpretation

7 iconography can refer to a set of symbolic forms or to the images an artist
selects to communicate the meaning of his or her work the word comes from
eikonographia sketch description

because of perceived parallels this symbolism actually linked mary back
to the greek goddess artemis
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see9seeasee n 38 for a discussion of why 1I do not equate the moonstonesmoonstones on the
temple with the terrestrial degree of glory

1010stevensteven epperson symbolic stones and the salt lake temple unpub-
lished paper in possession of the author

temple recommends are certificates that can be signed only by ward and
stake ecclesiastical leaders after interviews that ascertain the spiritualworthinessspiritual worthiness
of the supplicant hugh W nibley meanings and functions of temples in
encyclopedia ofmormonismofmormonism ed daniel H ludlow 5 vols new york macmil-
lan 1992 41462 hereafter cited as EM

12 steven L olsen the mormon ideology of place cosmic symbolism of
the city ofofzionzion 1830 1846 phd diss university of chicago 1985 302

13brigham young in journal of discourses 26 vols liverpool F D
richards 1855 86 8202 october 8 1860 hereafter cited asjdasdasad

14brigham young mjdinjdined 8203 october 8 1860
15truman 0 angell quoted in talmage house of the lord 145

william16wifliam wards architectural drawing of the temple is featured on the
back cover of this issue

17william ward who designed the temple deseret news april 16

1892578 79
brigham young injdined 11133133153155 april 6 1853 hugh nibley says latter day

saints see in the completeness and perfection of joseph smiths teachings regard-
ing the temple a sure indication of divine revelation this is also seen in the design
of the salt lake temple nibley meanings and functions of temples 41462

19thishis tradition was continued in many of the large solemn assembly rooms
in other post nauvoo temples such as st george logan manti los angeles and
washington DC

20thethe melchizedek priesthood with the altar fixtures and furniture
belonging thereunto is situated on the east and the aaronic priesthood belongs
in the west brigham young injdmjdined 11135135 april 6 1853

brigham young injdiajdmajdined 1113311531155133 april 6 1853
22brigham young injdined 11134134 april 6 1853

brigham young mjdinjdined 11134134 april 6 1853
24brigham young injdmjdined 1135 36 april 6 1853
25truman 0 angell cited in raynor everlasting spires 175
2626t 0 angell to president john taylor april 29 1886 john taylor presi-

dential papers LDS church archives underlining in original
27note for example the statues on top of the salt lake city and county

building and the capitol in washington DC
211moseswasonmountmoses was on mount sinai forty days ex 2418 the children of israel

wandered in the wilderness forty years num 1433 jonah predicted nineveh
would be overthrown in forty days jonah 34 and christ fasted forty days in the
wilderness matt 42

isaiah291saiah 491 5 jeremiah 15 abraham 318 james E talmage vitality of
mormonism boston gorham 1919 322 bruce R mcconkie mormon doc-
trine 2dad ed salt lake city bookcraft 1966 765 66

31vilfordilford woodruff injdmjdined 18114 15 september 12 1875
3doctrinedoctrine and covenants 201 see also john franklin hall april 6 in

EM 161 62
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31 buttress31buttress blocks commencing with course m2ma representing the moon in
all its phases during the year 1878 stonemasons diagram salt lake temple
architectural drawings collection LDS church archives

3333trumantruman 0 angell the temple deseret news august 17 1854 2
34 hugh W nibley mormonism and early christianity ed todd M

compton and stephen R ricks collected works of hugh nibley vol 4 salt lake
city deseret book provo utah FARMS 1987 557357

35mircea eliadeellade the myth of the eternal return or cosmos and history
trans willard R trask bollingenbollingerBollingen series XLVI princeton NJ princeton univer-
sity press 1991

310rsonorson F whitney latter day saint ideals and institutions improvement
era 30 august 1927 861

hugh37hugh nibley states that god and the temple represent an ordering agent
counteracting the second law of thermodynamics hugh W nibley temple and
cosmos 1 11

visitors to temple square sometimes see the sun moon and stars as rep-
resenting the three degrees of glory I1 have not offered this interpretation for three
reasons first the three degrees of glory as described in doctrine and covenants
76 are represented by stars telestial moon terrestrial and sun celestial in
ascending order but the pilasterspilasters on the temple have earthstonesearthstones moonstonesmoon stones
and sunstonessunstones in ascending order this difference in sequence seems to indicate
that the order of heavenly rewards is not the iconographical intention of these
symbolic stones second starstonesstarstones are not included in the pilasterspilasters the star
stones that do appear on the temple are over the windows below the battlements
of the east towers and on the big dipper on the west central tower it is not logi-
cal to assume that the telestial kingdom would be represented by stars that are
higher than the sunstonessunstones if the sunstonessunstones were to represent the celestial king-
dom third on the nauvoo temple the sunstonessunstones are rising suns indicating the
restoration not the celestial kingdom if the sunstonessunstones in nauvoo do not symbol-
ize the celestial kingdom they probably do not symbolize the celestial kingdom on
the salt lake temple therefore one may logically assume that there is not a
degrees of heaven iconographical program on the temple

eliadeellade myth of the eternal return 12 the role of a temple as an axis
mundi is well known throughout the earth and across time for example among
the moslems

the kacbakabba at mecca is still thought to mark the exact middle of the
earth and hub of the universe it is surrounded by special shrines
marking the cardinal points and the roads that lead to it are holy the
main one being called the royal road thereatthere at a set time the whole
human race must assemble in one tremendous concourse as it shall
assemble on the day of judgment before the throne of god it was
common in the middle ages to represent jerusalem on maps as the
exact center of the earth and to depict the city itself as a quartered
circle hugh W nibley tuetheeue ancient state salt lake city deseret
book and FARMS 1987 102 4

among the ancient mesopotamiansMesopotamians the ziggurat was a stairway that led
between the lower and upper worlds it represented a mountain because moun-
tains were viewed as places where contact between man and the heavens could
take place nibley what Is a temple 360
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among the hopi indians of northern arizona the kachinas who serve as
the messengers of the gods live on the tops of the san francisco peaks just north
of flagstaff arizona several times per year kachinas come down from the san
francisco peaks into the hopi villages they emerge from the kiva a hopi version
of a temple see harold courlander the fourth world of the chopishopis new york
crown publishers 1971 farkpark waters and oswald white bear fredericks book
of the hopi new york ballantine books 1963 harold S colton hopi kachina
dolls with a key to their identification albuquerque university of new mex-
ico press 1959

among the navajoscavajosNavajos hogans function not only as homes but also as sacred
space hogans are always oriented to the four cardinal directions with the door
facing east the sacred land of the navajoscavajos is surrounded by the four sacred
mountains where the yeisbeis or holy people live contact with the yeisbeis happens
during navajo religious rituals called sings in the sings the creation stories are
told and a large symmetrical diagram like sand painting is created in the hogan
that depicts through symbolic forms the story that is being sung sacred space
symmetry cardinal orientation and creation stories are elements for patterning
the navajo life physical and spiritual health is renewed through a sing when one
brings ones life back into parallel with the spiritual pattern of spiritual leaders
who brought order out of chaos in the beginning of life on this level of existence
some excellent books on navajo religion and culture include paul G zolbrod
dine bajanebahane the navajo creation story albuquerque university of new mex-
ico press 1984 gladys A reichard navaho religion A study of symbolism
bollingenbollingerBollingen series 18 princeton princeton university press 1970 gary wither-
spoon language and art in the navajo universe ann arbor university of
michigan press 1977 and james C faris the nightway A history and a his-
tory of documentation of a navajo ceremonial albuquerque university of
new mexico press 1990

among the ancient greeks and romans temples represented this idea of
centering and connecting with the realms of the sacred the root tem- in greek
and latin denotes a cutting or intersection of two lines at right angles and
hence the place where the four regions of the world come together ancient
temples being carefully oriented to express the idea of pre established harmony
between a celestial and a terrestrial image alfred jeremias quoted in nibley
mormonism and early christianity 358

for additional bibliography see hugh W nibley christian envy of the
temple in mormonism and early christianity 391434391 434 nibley what Is
a temple in mormonism and early christianity 35590355 90 hugh W nibley
the hierocentricHierocentric state western political quarterly 4 june 1951 226 53

packer holy temple and talmage house of the lord A fullfuli length bibliography
on early temples is donald W parry stephen D ricks and john W welch A bib-
liographyliography on temples of the ancient near east and mediterranean world
lewiston NY edwin mellenmeilen 1991

brigham young injdmjdined 1218 19 october 9 1852
angellangeii to taylor

42parieparleyparleypparleysParleyPP pratt oration deseret news april 16 185185318553 2 3
43thethe temple in contributor 14 april 1893 254 orginallyoriginallyorginally published in

deseret news april 16 185185318553 lyrics written by eliza R snow for the cornerstone
laying ceremony of the salt lake temple
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nibley meanings and functions 414585941458 59
45brigham young injdmjdined 113761576376 december 16 18518511

elladeeliade myth of the eternal return 15
47nibley meanings and functions 41458
41nibley41nibley what Is a temple 358

eliadeellade myth of the eternal return 17 eliadeellade indicates that other sacred
central sites also serve this function

eliadeellade myth of the eternal return 10
nibley what Is a temple 358

52wilfordWifod woodruff collected discourses comp and ed brian H stuy 5

vols burbank calif B H S publishing 1987 2208 april 6 18911891

joseph rykwert the idea of a town the anthropology of urban form
in rome italy and the ancient world london faber and faber 1976 24 25

14olsen mormon ideology of place 282
packer holy temple 45

56joseph fielding smith comp teachings of the prophet joseph smith
salt lake city deseret book 1972 181

john taylor injdmjdined 1366 april 19 1854 italics added
whitney latter day saint ideals 851
the fifty earthstonesearthstones can also represent one jubilee cycle see leviticus

258 16 23 55 2716 25
nibley6onibley meanings and functions 414626341462 63 in ancient times a temple

connected the deceased with the present and the future the living could not do
without the dead nor the dead without the living fustelaustel de coulanges ancient
city 28

61forfor an excellent review of the evolution of the symbolic imagery of the
angel moroni see fred roe angels moroni and his associates unpublished
manuscript LDS church archives

61talmagetaimage house of the lord 176
63angell63angell temple 2 james H anderson salt lake temple contributor

14 april 1893 276
john taylor injdmjdmadined 5158 59 august 23 1857 wilford woodruff injdmjdined

6138 december 27 1857 orson hyde injdined 7158 february 12 1860 orson
pratt injdmjdined 7314 september 18 1859 orson pratt injdined 1683 june 15 1873

15 karen lynn davidson our latter day hymns the stories and the mes-
sages salt lake city deseret book 1988 29

66hymns of the church ofjesusof jesus christ of latter day saints salt lake city
the church ofjesus christ of latter day saints 1985 hymn no 1

charles W penrose rays of living light library division historical
department the church ofjesus christ of latter day saints salt lake city

richard G oman and robert 0 davis images offaithof eaithfaith art of the latter
day saints salt lake city deseret book 1995 20 21 the second painting
replicates the first which was painted in 1893

19seesee also brigham young mjdmadin JD 9364 65 august 31 1862 the testi-
mony of gods servants has sounded like the voice of a trumpet from nation to
nation and from people to people and orson pratt injdinedin JD 17318 19 febru-
ary 282818751875

70see also orson hyde injdined 265 october 8 1854
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hexactexact7exact juxtapositjuxtapositionsions are not necessary to establish every iconographical
interpretation part of the beauty of the temple iconography is that the symbolism
has layers of meaning sometimes this layering requires connections between
symbols that are not next to each other let me use two examples the base
meridian stone is part of Nibleys axis mundi interpretation yet there are numer-
ous landscape elements including a high wall separating the base meridian stone
from the temple the east towers represent the first presidency the apostles
and the melchizedek priesthood by all standards these are the governing priest-
hood towers yet the big dipper that points us symbolically to the home of god
is on the lesser priesthood tower intervening architectural and symbolic ele-
ments between the big dipper and the melchizedek priesthood towers do not
mean that our priesthood line of command goes through the aaronic priesthood
to link with god the east central tower needed to be used for the dedication
plaque thus it was not available for the big dipper the big dipper was placed
where there was available space even though there were other architectural and
iconographical elements between it and the east towers ample precedent exists
for connecting elements symbolically that are not juxtaposed physically

atr7trtrumanuman 0 angell the salt lake city temple millennial star 36 may
5 1874 275 cited in raynor everlasting spires 176

73seesee also hamilton temple monument to a people 145
71talmagetaimage house odtheoftheof the lord 180
75 buttress75buttress blocks commencing with course m2ma
76anan excellent article on the significance of the date is john P pratt

passover was it symbolic of his coming ensign 24 january 1994 38 45 see
also hall april 6 161 62 this date has been celebrated by holding a semian-
nual general conference of the church on or near this date for well over a century
and a half

77richard G oman beehive symbol in EM 199
71deseret71 deseret deseret news october 11 1881 2

john79john L cross and violet G cross old glory and her predecessors over
utah orem utah npap 1975 unpaged

tio110 holiness110holiness to the lord was engraved on the plate of the holy crown of
pure gold that was part of aarons temple garments ex 2836 38 see also zech
1420

81joseph81joseph smith jr history of the church of jesus christ of latter day
saints ed B H roberts 2dad ed rev 7 vols salt lake city deseret book 1971

7456577456 57 hereafter cited as history of the church
12brigham young injdmjdined 9220 february 16 1862
8317orfor example see matthew 713 john 101 revelation 38 2 nephi 941

3117 18 and doctrine and covenants 22 437
14georgegeorgeaA smith injdmjdined 12265 june 21 1868
85 erastus snow injdmjdined 2416124l6ljunejune 24 1883
861878 is the year the buttresses were raised to the level at which the

moonstonesmoonstones were to be placed
87pratt passover 38 45
88pratt88pratt passover 42 43 44
89pratt89pratt passover 43 44
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this91this date frequently coincides with the feast of the passover which cele-
brates the escape from slavery of the children of israel in egypt so the central
position of this date stretches back over almost thirty five hundred years of reli-
gious history

9doctrinedoctrine and covenants 202011 harold B lee strengthen the stakes ofofzionzion
ensign 3 july 1973 2 spencer W kimball remarks and dedication of the
fayette new york buildings ensign 10 may 1980 54 see also B H roberts
outlines of ecclesiastical history salt lake city deseret book 1979 17

92raynor everlasting spires 175
93talmage house of the lord 179

gordon B hinckley the salt lake temple ensign 23 march 1993 6
rhese91thesethese are the only blank keystones in the temple during the recent ren-

ovation of the exterior of the temple faded paint residue was found on the eyes
indicating they were originally painted naturalistically

96johnjohn taylor indinjd 163163010 1 november 16 1873
this91this distinctive use of a veil seems to be an augmentation from the origi-

nal design the earliest architectural renderings of the temple show the all seeing
eye with the usual eyebrow

91hinckley91hinckley salt lake temple 6
99history of the church 2357 58 italics in original holiness to the lord

also appears on the block of stone designed by the deseret legislature for the
washington monument which was exhibited at general conference and then for-
warded to washington DC the central emblem was a beehivebee hive in full opera-
tion in the centre encircled by the convolvulus &cac with the inscription
holiness to the lord deseret james R clarkdarkoark comp ninth general epistle
messages of the first presidency 6 vols salt lake city bookcraft 1965 2114
april 13 1853

bruce R mcconkie A new witnessorwitnesserwitness porforor the articles of faith salt lake
city deseret book 1985 568 69

101loiangell101angell wrote this in a letter to president john taylor in response to a
question from franklin D richards about the presence of what richards per-
ceived to be masonic symbols on the temple angell to taylor

112hinckley salt lake temple 5
103the walls and courts before the temple of solomon served the same

function
smith teachings of the prophet 287

115richard 0 cowan history ofofldsoflasLDS temples from 1831 to 1990 in EMEK
41453

mcconkie symbols of our faith 32
emile male the gothic image religious art in france of the thirteenth

century trans dora nussey new york harper and row 1958 see also erwin
panofsky gothic architecture and scholasticism new york new american
library 1976

orson pratt injdmjdined 2427 october 26 1879
109log george109george A smith injdinedin JD 2219 march 18 1855 charles W penrose in

JD 22168 july 17 1881 wilford woodruffswoodruffwoodruftwoodruffes dedicatory prayer of the salt lake
temple april 6 1893 in G homer durham ed the discourses of wilford
woodruff salt lake city bookcraft 1969 337


